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study assessed the ertectiveness of 5 hours of
training on 3-year-oic cniidren's coTIrehension ind 17roduction of th
tJassiv(L, noja41.ve, F.csseFisive, aLa legative passivc -syntactic
-tructures. A comi.reber..3ion test identified GO children who did Lot

cvidencc undenstarding ct thes4: structures. Suoject.s 1:ere then
randculy asoignoo to experientai and control groups. ExFerimental
s.otjrcts received daily training hhiJe su ejects in the control drcuf
received no training. Toys in different ariangen,eLt:- served as
exeniars 01 the structures. A re-admi7)istration of the co:oFrehensiol
test to all children after 3 weeK shced significant improvement

sutjects, who also pe.:foi:dcd well co a tEOt tot
Iroduction GI the structures. (A drawing illustrating the
exierimoht61 trocesc and oata obtained :.:cm the language
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The ,-..xperimental Eacilitation of Children's Comprehension ancl

ProcLuction of Four Syntactic Structures

Richard i.1ardo*

Arizona State University

This study assessed the effectiveness of five hours of

training,, distributed over three weeks, unon comprehension and

production of four syntactic structures in three-year old

children. Recent literature on chYUIren's acquisition of c;rammar

has stressed the unlearned, tacit, and innc.te aspects of

Erammetical ability. The implication from the wrItin. of

many in the area of psycholinuistics is that the environment

exerts a relatively small influence upon children's initial

development of basic gra,unatical skills. l'he presc:nt investi-

<ation was undertaken in order to test certain of the above

ossumptions, and with the hope of cOtaininE: more information

pertinent to the question of the influence of trainin6 conditions

on the acquisition of four basic 6razatical forms.

A group of 20 three -year -old white midd2.e-c1ass children

were selected Ilho earned less than 50D o.. a 24 item test for

comprehension of four s ntactic structures. FiFure i contains

* Present addr.!ss: University of Arkansas, Center for Early
bevolopment and F.ducation, d14 Snemau, Little Rock, Arkansas
7Z-02.
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21. Candy is not eaten 22. Snoopy is not kissed
by the dog.

a. a.

by the bird.

b. b.

c.

Nonrevesible form

c.

ReversIble form

P16. 1. .Cwo items, representin:, the ne.,;ative passive structure,
from the lan,uaoe comprehension test.
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two sample test items. Ten of these children were randomly

assigned to each of experimental and control groups. The control

subjects received no treatment; they were merely tested and

then re-tested three weeks later.

The test for comprehension (understandinz) of examples of

the possessive, negative, p,%ssive, and negative passive

syntactic structures was used as both a pre- and post-measure.

it was similar to those of Eraser, bellugi, and brown (1963),

Lovell and Dixon (1967), and Osser, Jong, and Zaid (1969).

At test-retest reliability was first established on a group of

20 white middle -class children, aged 5 to 10. for these

children, test-retest reliability was .89 over a three week

interval. Additionally, a post-treatment measure of language

prpd4ctich was embloy". This production measlir warl sirnilar

to that employed by Turner and aommetveit (1967).

During the three week training period, daily 20-minute

sessions were conducted with each child in the experimental

group. Training consisted of presenting the child with a

series of examples of each structure, There were ten examples

presented fJr each of the four syntactic structures. Lac

example was presented in the form of two sets of identical toys;

one set of toys was arranged to represent the syntactic structure

being taught, and the other set was grammatically irrelevant

or illogical. The child was asked to point to the set which

matched the sentence read to him. The: case of the passive

(reversible) structure will illustrate the proceeure; a child
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was shown a toy bear biting a toy tiger, and next to this

display an identical toy titter was shown biting a toy bear.

The child was asked to find "The bear was bitten by the

tiger." After each trial the toys we-.7e removed and re-presented

in random left - right positions until the child made three

correct Identifications, which were rewarded. Incorrect

identifications were followed by verbal explanations; furthermore

the child was asked to imitate the correct choice and verbal

response before a re-presenation of the toys. In this manner,

the child's task was to acquire a reco6nition knowledge of

ten examples of each of the four syntactic structures, then

to generalize this knowledge to the different examples of each

structure which appearekl on the comprehension measure, and

finally to produce still different instances of the structures

in oral speech.

Table 1 presents the data obtained from the language:

comprehension test before and after treatment for experimental

and control Lroups. hro t tests were employed to compare group

differences on the pre- and post-measures of langua.,e com-

prehension. ehe t test prior to the experiment compared

means of cells A and C in Table 1. The test demcnistrated that

experimental and control groups were not significantly different

in lan6ua6e comprehension scores before the experiment

(t=.76, 18 df, p > .4).

Another t test was employed to compare cells 3 and I)
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Table 1

Number of Correct Choices on the Lan,;ua6e Comprehension Test:

i,xperimental

Control :,roup

bieans and Standard Deviations

Pre-Test Post-Test

2=8.20

S.D.=2.66

X=15.90

..D.=3.51

J

X=9.10 X=10.00

b.D.=2.60 6.D.=3.53
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in Table 1. This test revealed the experimental group to be

significantly superior to the control group on the lan6uae

comprehension test following the experimental treatment

(t=3.75, 18 df, p .001).

That the control croup did not significantly improve in

lanauage comprehension Is attested to by the t test across

cells C and D in 2aole 1 (correlated t=1.06, 9 di, p > .4).

This group's average proportion correct changed from .38 to

.42.

It can be extrapolated loElcally that the comparison

A J in Table 1 is significant. i,evertY.eless, the following

t test was made. This test showed that the gain in mean score

on the langua6e comprehension test for the experimental soup

was significant (correlated t=8.85, 9 df, p < .001). the

average proportion correct for the experilental group changed

from .34, a nearly chance performance on the pre-test, to

.66 on the post-test.

Subjects receivin6 the lan:)uag.e treatment were given

an additional post - measure to determine whether they had

acquired ltivage production capability. this measure.

employed examples different from those used in training and

different from the comprehension test. Semi-spontaneois responses

were elicited by prompts. To the presentation of eight structured

situations subjects avera6e 6.2 correct oral responses containing

the appropriate ,rammatical form. All subjects emitted at
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least five of the eight forms of the four structures studied,

after an average of 3.2 prompts per item. The control group

was not given the production measure, for previous research

(Fraser et al., 1963; Lovell and Dixon, 1967) has indicated

that lan-itac;e production follows languac%e comprehension, which

control subjects failed to evidence.

much attention has been devoted lately to the importance

of the child's innate capacity for language acquisition.

nceill, Lenneber6, Deese, and Chomsky have emphasized the

child's powers to induce the underlying rules and structures

of their larr;uage. This group has minimized the role of the

environment in lanLua:;e acquisition, especially in the

acquisition of th. basic yntactic Gtractures ot a 1anjla;1;e.

The author believes that the importance of the present

study lies not in the fact that it questions a biological

explanation for the languaie capacity which man possesses,

but rather that it offers some evidence wnicn bears on the

question of the amount of influence of the environment upon

this capacity. In a short three weeks, when subjected to

training sessions which were des4;ned to exemplify several

principles of transfer of trainin; (e.6., provide adequate

experierle with the original task; provide a variety of examples;

label or identify the important features of a task), the

children in the experimental group sifsnificantly improved

their comprehension of the four syntactic structures. The
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1an6ua6e treatment was sufficiently different from the test

to alloTr the interpretation that this performance was a type

of transfer of trainin6. FI:.rthermore, the children's performance

on the langua:.se production test demonstrated a more extensive

and complex transfer from the treatment.

Rather than attribute the acquisition of syntax in this

study primarily to maturation, biological predisposition,

or as Chomsky (1969) did for three other lanuae structures,

to "individual rate of developmenW the rapid acquisition

found must certainly be attributed to favorable environmental

stimulation.

since the present experimental treatment produced

significant and perhaps important ;.stins in three-year old

children's initial comprehension and production of certain

6rammatical structures, it is reasonable to assume that much

breater effects, perhaps socially sLnificant ones, will result

from lon6er and more intensive lin,uistic trainint; at very

young ases.
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